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INTRODUCTION
This pamphlet was compiled and edited by the Montreal
Anarchist Black Cross, a support group of the North American

Anarchist Black Cross Federation, with permission of the authors.

All the selections came from Settlers in Support of Indigenous
Sovereignty, either directly or from their website (see address page
50). They have been extremely supportive and helpful with the
production of this pamphlet. Artwork is by native artist/activist Gord
Hill. This edition was co-published by the Montreal Anarchist Black
Cross, Criminal Injustice (McGill QPIRG), and the First Nations

Solidarity working group (Concordia QPIRG). Profits from the sales
of this publication will be sent to the Free Wolverine Campaign (see
address page 50) to support the Ts’Peten Prisoners Of War. If you
copy this pamphlet without sending any of the profits to the prisoners
or their defence committee you are stealing from them. Support our
freedom fighters! Free the Ts’Peten Defenders!
Political Prisoner: A political prisoner is an individual who has
been jailed either for his/her beliefs or for his/her speech or for
basically his/her political ideas and concepts.
Prisoner
engaged
(various)
has been

war.

Of War: A prisoner of war is a revolutionary who has
in acts of armed struggle and who has been captured by
agents in armed struggle against an oppressive state. He
captured by the state. Therefore he becomes a prisoner of

Sundiata Acoli, Black Liberation Army (BLA) Prisoner Of War

Montreal Anarchist Black Cross (ABC)
2035 St. Laurent, 2nd floor

Montréal, Québec, H2X-2T3
Canada

No Jurisdiction:

The

Gustafsen

Lake

Crisis

On May 20, 1997, when the Ts’peten (Gustafsen Lake) trial jury
convicted 15 people of mischief and mischief endangering life, several
jury members wept openly. It was an emotional response which
mainstream reporters remarked upon with bafflement, but which anyone
who had actually followed the trial found all too fitting. The official
sources - government, police, mainstream media, and BC’s comprador
native elite - maintain the month-long siege was a story of Indian
renegades and squatters, who every summer held a ritual illegally on

private land, and in 1995, inexplicably refused to leave. Yet the trial
testimony revealed instead disturbing documentation of collusion by
those official sources to murder people for defending their traditions
and raising a point in law. Gustafsen Lake was the largest RCMP

operation ever; it included the largest land battle involving Canadian

Forces since the Korean war, and led to the longest and costliest criminal

trial in Canadian history. At the same time that the Ontario Provincial
Police were closing in on traditionalists at Stoney Point (Ipperwash,
Ontario), BC’s NDP government sent in the army and 400 RCMP officers

armed with dog teams, airplanes, helicopters, Armoured Personnel
Carriers, grenades, land mines, M16 and C7 assault rifles, hollow point

ammunition - prohibited by the Geneva Convention - and fifty-calibre
machine guns to besiege a handful of Secwepemc traditionalists and
their allies. By the latest estimate, RCMP fired an astonishing 77,000
rounds at the Sundancers. Observers entering the camp after the siege
was over reported that bullets had literally cut swathes through the forest
athead and chest level, slicing smaller trees right through. Astoundingly,
only one defender was wounded and none of them were killed, a
phenomenon they attribute to the spiritual power of the Sundance site.
According to the Crown, the seeds of the crisis were sown in January
1995, when a group of native traditionalists had their lawyer, Bruce
Clark, draw up a petition to Queen Elizabeth II. This was the latest in a
series of efforts to have the question of jurisdiction over unceded native

land brought before an impartial, third-party tribunal - efforts which

have been stonewalled dozens of times in Canadian courts and have
taken Native traditionalists like Wolverine to the World Court at the
Hague and to the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous Peoples.
5

The traditionalists’ case is built on the rather obvious principle, accepted
in international law since the early 16th century, that since Natives are
human and were here first, they have jurisdiction - that is, their land is
subject to their government and their laws - until they relinquish it by
treaty. Yet Canada has usurped jurisdiction over huge areas where it has
made no treaties, notably virtually all of British Columbia. It has used
this illegally assumed jurisdiction to violate every section of the Genocide
Convention: prohibiting the core structures of aboriginal religion and
nationhood, imposing Indian Act Band Councils in place of the traditional
governments, forcing Native children into residential “schools” and white
foster homes, sterilizing Native women, fraudulently selling or granting
permits for resource extraction on Native land, and imprisoning or even
executing those who resist. A fail-safe mechanism to prevent this has
existed since the 18th century in the form of a special constitutional
court in Britain mandated to hear jurisdictional disputes between
indigenous nations and the colonies, but it has fallen into disuse though
it was never disbanded. It was this court that the petitioners asked the
Queen to convene in 1995, confident that it would find in their favour.

Such a ruling would unmask Canada’s continuing colonialist practices
and seriously challenge corporate and state exploitation of unceded lands.
Canada requested that the Queen not allow this matter before the court,
and apparently decided to settle the matter by force of arms instead of
rule of law. One of the petitioners was Percy Rosette, Faithkeeper of the
Sundance and burial grounds at Ts’peten. According to RCMP command,
police meetings about the Sundance at Ts’peten began “with some
intensity” in May, 1995. On June 13, they escorted Lyle James, the
American rancher to whom BC has leased over 180,000 hectares of
Secwepemc land, and several truckloads of ranchhands to the Sundance

site. Armed with rifles and cracking a bullwhip, the cowboys threatened
to “string up some red niggers,” desecrated the site, and delivered a
hand-written note styled as an “eviction notice,” while the cops waited
down the road. Unaware of the RCMP’s participation, Rosette reported
the hate-crime to them. They replied it was a civil matter between himself
and the rancher, and they would not get involved. Rosette turned to
friends and allies to protect the sacred site and declared that they would
resist all efforts to remove them until the underlying issue of jurisdiction
was finally addressed. The harassment and death threats by white
cowhands continued without attracting any attention from police or
media, even though shots were fired into the camp. Then at dawn on
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August 18, when RCMP ignored panicked phone calls from the camp
about six men in camouflage with assault rifles creeping up on them,
and a warning shot was fired from the camp. It turned out that although
they wore no identifying marks, those six men were RCMP. The hate
machine whirred into action. BC’s NDP government, criticized by some
for being “soft” on Native issues, saw their popularity soar as Premier
Mike Harcourt accused traditional Sundancers of being “fanatics... seized
by a cult mentality” and tough-talking Attorney General Ujjal Dosanjh
insisted it was neither a land nor a native rights issue, making bellicose
statements about “renegades” and “terrorists”: “If force has to be used

to maintain law and order, I will have no hesitation in sanctioning it."”

Mainstream media enthusiastically participated in the RCMP’s self-

described “smear and disinformation campaign” with coverage so ugly
that US National Public Radio featured it in a show on racist propaganda.
Reporters even used their access to the people involved to do espionage
work for police until RCMP besieged the camp, cutting off
communication, food, water and medical supplies. While RCMP told
the public they were doing everything to negotiate, the commanders
spoke privately of “giving the Natives stress out there,” and wrote in
their notes “we need to clean them out entirely and not have any hanging

issues similar to what occurred at Oka,” and “it will require the killing
of the hardliners.” They praised the “restraint” of officers under fire, but
forensics, testimony and videotape showed consistent pattern of RCMP
initiating or provoking incidents which they then attributed to the camp.
Aerial surveillance footage shows an unarmed man in an agreed-upon
“no-shoot zone” being fired upon by a police sniper, and captures images
of the campers’ truck, on its way to fetch drinking water, as it was blown
up by police command mines and rammed twice by an APC while the
occupants fled unarmed through the woods under extremely heavy fire.
One APC driver testified he was ordered to “eliminate” Secwepemc
elder Wolverine, who was then charged with attempted murder for trying
to shoot out the tires of the pursuing 14-ton vehicle. Most of the 77,000
police and army rounds were shot that afternoon. Altogether, about 100
shells were attributed to the camp. For 10 months, the jury watched cop
after cop giving evasive and implausible testimony, getting tangled up
in the web of lies. They heard doctors describe how JoJo Ignace,
Wolverine's developmentally disabled son, had severely deteriorated
under the druggings and beatings he received in police custody. They
saw self-representing defendants Wolverine, OJ Pitawanakwat, Shelagh
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Franklin and their counsel of choice Bruce Clark - jailed on contempt of
court for attempting to represent them against the wishes of the BC Law
Society, and appearing as witness, not counsel - speak passionately about
Native culture, jurisdiction and sovereignty, and the Canadian judiciary’s
wilful blindness to the law protecting them. Nevertheless, the state
obtained convictions. Justice Bruce Josephson at the eleventh hour

prohibited the jury from considering all the major pillars of the defence
position - colour of right, self-defence, and the argument that the settler
court has no jurisdiction on unceded Native territory. He took an unheard
of 4 days to instruct the jury before they retired, telling them which

testimony they could consider and insisting repeatedly that they had to
accept the law as he explained it to them without question. Despite the
overwhelming evidence in the defendants’ favour, the jury apparently
lacked the strength or the courage to defy the judicial authority steering
them to convict. The Crown is seeking unprecedented 2-5 year jail terms
for the simple mischief charges, 5-10 years for 3 of the defendants
convicted of mischief endangering life and 16-23 years for Wolverine,
in prison without bail since October 1995. “Asserting the court has no
jurisdiction” is cited as an “aggravating circumstance,” indicating clearly
that the defenders are to be held for political reasons. Supporters are
demanding freedom for the Ts’peten defenders, a third party tribunal to
examine the jurisdiction issue and an independent public inquiry into
all aspects of the Gustafsen Lake crisis. As Wolverine told the judge,
“The Crown admitted there was no purchase and no treaty. So how can
you claim to have jurisdiction? Is the Queen involved? The Prime
Minister’s office? The Attorney General of Canada? We want to see
how deep the corruption goes.”
Settlers in Support of Indigenous Sovereignty (SISIS)

revised July 13, 1997

COLONIALISM CONTINUES:

INSIDE THE GUSTAFSEN LAKE STANDOFF
INTERVIEW WITH WOLVERINE
(taken from Source of Resistance, summer 1997, issue #3)

Excerpts from two interviews with William Ignace (also known as
Wolverine) by John Shafer, a long time supporter of the sovereigntist
movement. The interviews took place March and September 1996, while
the trial was in process.
JOHN: It is an honour and a privilege to be speaking with William
Ignace. This summer Mr. Ignace and a number of other Shuswap
traditionalists and a number of non-Native settler British Columbians
stood with those traditionalists in the defense of scared Sundance and
burial grounds in Ts’peten also known as Gustafsen Lake. Mr. Ignace is
now in prison awaiting trial on charges of attempted murder. We are
speaking to him at the Surrey pre-trial centre where Wolverine is a
political prisoner.

WOLVERINE: I believe that the whole treaty process is a fraud because
the province is not a nation, therefore it cannot make agreements. The

agreements
look it was
These were
servants to
begin with:

that my people made they made with the Queen. When you
the hereditary people that went over in 1906 again in 1924.
hereditary people and not agents of the crown, like civil
the federal government. This is what makes it the fraud to
the people sitting at the negotiating table dealing with the

fraudulent government, like the province of British Columbia which

has no treaty. First they had to have a treaty with the Indian people
before they can assume jurisdiction. Since no treaty has not been made
they just assume that they had jurisdiction. Look where they put me
answer to criminal charges which stems from the land issue. They never
got the agreement with our people with regards to the land so how could

they really have jurisdiction on it. Our people are the only ones with the
true law here, the only ones.

J: Your counsel has been demolishing these crown witnesses [in court]

one after the other I've seen some of them just knocking big holes in
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what is obviously a very slash dash attempt to cover up what really
happened, but the thing that is not getting across is jurisdiction and this
judge seems to be very determined that the issues of jurisdiction are not
going to come through here. What's your feelings about that?
W: Well my feelings are you know its good for a judge to talk about the
rule of law but when the rule of law is put squarely in front of him he
goes blind and he goes deaf and same with the prosecutor. He talks
about the rule of law butI guess they say that just to impress themselves
you know to make it sound like really they’re going by the rule of law
here in this country when in a mattera fact its all been covered up. They
know how corrupt they are and yet this is how they deal [with us].

J: Onelie told by the media during the standoff was that you were hunting
the RCMP.

W: I believe that the pigs knew who they were dealing with. When the
RCMP have orders to eliminate me when spotted, then who is hunting
who? Because too much of the truth is coming out. They want to cover
up the truth because the land issue is to great for the people of British
Columbia. All we want is the respect that we deserve, because we made

room in our nations for the non-indigenous people. And yet where is the
respect that we should have. Meanwhile it is the RCMP who is the goon
squad for the province of British Columbia to carry on the theft of the
resources here in our home land to where we will never see justice. The
judges sit there and make sure the Indian people will never receive justice

here. And the RCMP and the justice department are part of that whole

system to keep us down so we will not be able to speak about our rights.
One of the things that I said when I testified before the United Nations
was that the whole judicial system in British Columbia is so corrupt
right to the Attorney-General and right to the Premier’s office and right
into the Supreme Court of Canada and the Prime Minister’s Office.
These people know what they are doing and they continue. Everyday
they are stealing billions of dollars from the Indian people and look
where they put our people to where we can only collect welfare and
people start squawking about this. But First People have to realize where

the tax base starts from, it starts from
the Indian land and all the resources.

People say we’re living off their backs but we’re not-they’re living off
ours. We been sharing our resources ever since they came here. Now
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look at the fishermen, they claim that’s their fish I would like to ask
these fishermen in what country did the creator come down to give them
this fish. The fish spawn in our rivers right in our homeland yet soon as
there is some kind of agreement, even fishing for our food, people start
squawking but you'd rather waste by the tonne, not even by the pound.
It should be the hereditary people who are signing the agreements. The
tribal council is a civil servant who takes order from the federal
government-this is where the fraud stems from, between the Crown and
the Tribal Council signing agreements on other people’s rights. This is
wrong. If we had to go to the international agreements this would be
thrown out. We filled out a document to the UN. The UN studies on
treaties, agreements, and other constructive arrangements between

Indigenous populations and the states. I believe that the people out there
should read this being put out by the UN and then take a look at what
BC and Canada is trying to put out as being legal. In order to talk about

the land issue they have to have a treaty. We have to have recognition
before we can co-exist. What we asked at the stand off was for a third
party tribunal. Each time I go to court I ask for the same thing, a third
party tribunal that is not set up by the colonial system but a third party
with the Queen’s Privy Council. Maybe there we might have a little
Jjustice. The reason I'm locked up here in surrey is because people assume
they have jurisdiction. They're putting me through the criminal system
without dealing with the land issue. This judge wants to deal with this
separate without the jury hearing this. Now this is the fraud. Is this
judge afraid of something, has he got something to hide? The judge has
to deal with the land issue. The land issue going to come up again time
and time again in the trial. Then we’re going to find out where the scam
is, where the province of British Columbia has given our land away.
This is out right theft of our homeland.
J: And we know that we are getting to the consensus stage of the theft
where band and tribal councils consent to the theft.
W: The tribal council is just little puppets that get pulled here and
yanked here and have a big grin on the face and run after the two dollars
that the federal government is giving out while the poor people like
myself who have been struggling with the land issue, we never received

any moneys from our own band. We have to carry out the work for the
people. Now, that was pretty hard for us because the band council, this
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is the only people who the federal government wants to talk to because
these people are paid puppets. They know who is these people and where
the money can be spent in order to get some papers signed and know
that’s not right.
J: Now there are a lot of questions that need to be answered about
made the decisions. The reason what happened and things changed
got very hostile and military up there on the government side
something to do with the NDP’s [the New Democratic Party,
provincial government currently in power] bid for re-election.

who
and
had
the

W: Yeah I think its safe to say these people ordered to kill from August
24th and there was moves made while we were still trying to negotiate,
talk our way through this and not only that to try to get a third party

tribunal in Great Britain. The RCMP officers did not want to go this

route... Bruce Clark is the only white lawyer who really brought out the
rule of law and here he is being condemned by the court system and by
the people, I guess because they feel threatened that we may take back
the whole country but all we ask for is just to make a connection so we
can coexist.
J: You mentioned that fact there have been delegations that went to the
Imperial Crown to try to get them to uphold the law. This was basically
the central demand made this summer by yourself and the other
traditionalists at Ts’peten was that this issue be looked at in an

independent impartial international third party tribunal. Clearly the BC
domestic system s very threatened by that. They have essentially harassed
your chosen counsel out of the country, and made it impossible for him
to represent you. Lavina White, a Haida elder, is calling for a full and
comprehensive public inquiry into the circumstances of Gustafsen Lake.
Would you support a full and comprehensive inquiry?

W: Well if was done by a third party. I don’t think anybody here in
Canada would do us justice. The only thing I want to see come out of
this is that if the Canadian government on both levels of government
does not want to pay the compensation for what they done to us then
they open the door to a third party tribunal with the Queen.
J: This is the day [in court] that they alleged that Jojo Ignace fired at
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one of the emergency response team members.

Now am I correct in

stating that you, the defense counsel, and the crown has known for some

time that Jojo Ignace was not in the camp that day but was in fact at
your home in Chase?
W: Yeah, I think they know this since August of 17th last year. They
had this information all along and yet they just go along like people’s
time in jail don’t mean nothing long as they have someone in jail.
J: Soin other words they have been holding Jojo full well knowing that
he could not possibly have fired that shot since he wasn’t there. And
while they held him they abused him quite a bit, there was some beatings
and his condition was not good when they released him?
W: Yes it started off at Hundred Mile House at the courthouse where he
got clubbed down a bit. I don’t know what happened at Kamloops, then
they put him on medication which seriously deteriorated his system.
J: In addition he was interrogated in some peculiar ways for long hours
without his counsel being present and they removed his clothing did
they not?
W: Yeah I think he was there bald naked. This is how they, the RCMP,
interrogate nowadays I guess.

J: It's a great democracy isn’t it.
W:

Well, it is for the just-us system.

J: Now you have been incarcerated in this facility for some time and
another
one before this. There were certain problems
that were happening.
One was the interference with cultural and spiritual activities?
W:

Well, I'm not sure what it is that they are afraid of, maybe

something that they don’t understand they fear most. But to Indian
people we have the pipe which we use to pray with to the creator. In
a way, maybe they are fearing the sovereignty of our people because
I believe that when you look at sovereignty, in order to practice
your spiritual practice anywhere in your territory the pipe is used.
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In order to be a nation you have to have the four basic elements in
order to be a nation. You have to have language, the land base, the
culture and the religion.
J: Can you give us a sense of what it was like up there [at Gustafsen
Lake]?

W: Well, there was at the start there some cowboys who said they
were gonna string up some red skin niggers and that after that there
was some people firing at us and we weren’t sure if they were firing
right at us. There were gunshots there and when Ovid Mercredi was
there and also gun fire when he was leaving. I believe that some of
these things were set up by the RCMP so that way they can have a
real massacre in there. And when they bring in Michael Webster
from Waco Texas I believe to show them to counsel them on how
best to massacre people.
J: So here we have the psychiatrist, consultant with the US justice
department at Waco Texas?
‘W: Well I hate like hell to really say if he's a good doctor or not. If you
just look at what happened at Waco, Texas and look at the fire power

that the RCMP had: automatic weapons, about 10 000 rounds fired our

way, concussion grenades and mines that took out one little truck. We
wanted to settle this in a peaceful manner yet the RCMP was sent in
there just to blow us away. When you start firing about ten thousand
rounds you know you're trying to do something. We were portrayed
with our little 22’s and the little old broken down 303’s that we had the
bigger weapons. I think they had even bigger weapons they don’t want
to tell the public what they had. This is to cover up the big lie about
what they are doing this because they are the goon squad for the BC
government to cover up the land issue. The land issue is the bottom line
and this is what we’re going to stand on. They don’t have jurisdiction
on us until this is settled. And it cannot be settled by any civil servant
elected system. It has to be dealt with by the traditional people.
J: It was good to see the presence of a few pale faces up there. Increasingly
people are beginning to realize that what the powers that be have in
mind for us is not pleasant, that we’re looking at corporate rule more
14

and more damaging the ability of everyone to survive except for a
small class of the rich. Is there a place in this struggle for non-Native
people to break this strangled grip of corporate rule?
W: Yes, I believe we can work together on this cause we've been the
targets up to this point. And now the targets are shifting over to you
people, to the white people. The only people that are going to survive
are people that go back to the land cause land is the issue here so until
that is settled...
J: Okay we're being told [by the prison guard] that this is over with so
its been good talking with you any final words to the people out there?
W: Well I hope that people just stay strong and we may have freedom
one day. I'd like to thank the people out there that think and pray that we
make it through this year cause we have a big fight ahead of us. The
time to expose the people and their corruption in this country is coming.

15

PRISONER OF WAR

Wolverine (William Jones Ignace)
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Matsqui Prison
Box 4000, Abbotsford,
V2S-5X8

Canada

BC

WHOSE

Interview

LAND

with

IS IT?

Wolverine

[The following interview is reprinted with permission from the Vancouver

publication Terminal City, no. 183, March 21-27, 1997 - S.LS.L.S.]

From the brand-spanking new Surrey pre-trial centre, Ben Mahony talks
to William Jones Ignace, better known by his Shuswap name, Wobverine.
We were searched then taken through two sets of locked doors. The
first set slammed loudly as we walked into a vacant space of white walls
and tinted windows. Earlier in the day, I had asked my photographer
companion Daniel: “Is this hungover-ramshackle-by the seat of your
pants style what they call ‘gonzo journalism®?”I wanted this discussion

to be a sharing of perspective not an interrogation so I came as myself
and improvised my questions on the one and a half hour transit ride.
Generous Daniel took the assignment when we called him the previous
night at midnight. Like most of the general public, he had little
information about the land, legislation and people who were in the
Gustafsen Lake camp when the largest mobilization of the RCMP in
history surrounded them. Wolverine has been in jail since September
1995 charged with eighteen other members of the Gustafsen Lake camp.
‘The prosecution has made its case. Disclosures by the RCMP that they
engineered a smear campaign and evidence that the RCMP instigated
the violence has led to rumours that a mistrial may be declared. The
defence has called controversial lawyer Bruce Clark to the stand to speak
to the jurisdiction of the land and to the constitutional law which framed
the demands of Wolverine and the camp. Since this is unceded territory
for which the Shuswap Nation has signed no treaty, their claim to the
land is as per the Royal Proclamation of 1763 which makes them allies
to the Queen, not tenants. Because this argument appears convincing
and well supported in existing constitutional law, it has been suggested
that Federal Justice Minister Allan Rock and BC Attorney-General Ujjal
Dosanjh may attend the proceedings which the Ts’peten Defenders
encourage you to attend at the Surrey Court House.
BEN: What can you tell me about the Gustafsen Lake area and its history?

WOLVERINE: Well, the Gustafsen Lake area is part of the Shuswap

Nation. I believe it came out in testimony about the inter-tribal agreement
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between the five bands that shared that area. But that’s still in the part
that's the Shuswap Nation. The Shuswap Nation is a very large Nation.
It’s surrounded by the Chilcotin, the Lil” Wat, the Okanagan,

the

Kootenay, and the Cree. So you see that
it takes in rightin to the Kootenay,
about a ten hour drive to the east.
B: Were you born in that area?
W: No, I'm from
asked me for help
were trying to kick
I've been going to

the Southern Shuswap at Adams Lake. But Percy
for that area in the Sundance and from people that
them off land which is still unceded territory because
court with Bruce [Clark] since 1990.

B: When did you first meet Bruce?
W: 1990.
B: Did he approach you?
W: No, I came down because there was an action going over with the

Mt. Currie people. I met Bruce there. That was 1990. We went to different

courts on the Lower Mainland here trying to get the jurisdiction issue
addressed. We’ve been stonewalled by the judicial system. I think it
came out in court that Bruce has tried to have the jurisdiction argument
addressed 41 different times.
B: So he spoke to that question in regards to different claims, is that

right? The Lil’ Wat and with other people out east as well?

W: Yeah, we had one action which we were involved with in 89 in our
area. | was more or less an advisor in that court case. Then Bruce took a
case and finally it got to the Supreme Court of Canada.

B: Where was that, the Lil ‘Wat?
W:

No, it was a hunting issue, but dealing with the land issue that

hadn’t been settled in British Columbia. So anywhere you go you're

still on unceded territory.

B: Most of BC is unceded territory?

W: Only a few small treaties were made. Treaty Eight is a pretty good
size of Northern BC, but that one is questionable. The treaty was made
with only one nation, [he paused and smiled raising one finger and I
could sense my diminutive elder warming to the discussion. It must
have been bizarre for him to have been inserted into a white ten by
twenty foot discussion cubicle to meet with young white strangers] You
cannot get on the map and draw out that “this is our territory” when
there are people from other nations living on that. These people were
drawn into Treaty Eight without even knowing it. So that treaty is
questionable.
B: When you left Gustafsen Lake at the end of the incident did you
know where you were going, that they were going to take you here or
take you to jail?

W: 1 didn’t know where we were going to go but it didn’t matter as long
as we got the issue dealt with.
B: Bruce said that one of the main reasons for the incident was to raise
the issue of jurisdiction and the 1704 precedent. Is that true?
'W: Well one of our main demands was third-party adjudication. Because
in an appeal hearing in Canada or British Columbia, we’ll never get a
fair hearing because you cannot get a fair hearing from people that are
competing for the same land and resources. We’ve never had any justice
in this country and I don’t think we ever will.
B: Have you sought action in the international sphere?
W: We took on the issue
jurisdiction. This is at a
we talked it over with
argument. How could we

in 1991 because BC didn’t want to deal with
lower level. Judges did not want to listen. So
Bruce and asked how to advance our legal
get this heard in the Supreme Court of Canada

if the people at a lower level don’t want to listen? I went to the United

Nations. I took three volumes: “International Remedies”, “Domestic
Remedies™, and different court cases that we were involved in at that
time which the judges didn’t want to listen to, to law. We felt that there
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might be at least one country in the world that could bring out our
concerns. We took this to a panel of listeners of indigenous peoples in
Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1993. There I testified to the UN. What
said was that the whole judicial system in Canada was so corrupt that
the corruption begins in the very Law Society itself, right to all the
courts in British Columbia, right to the Attorney General of British
Columbia and right to the Premier’s Office. I said that’s where the
corruption is and that goes right to the Supreme Court of Canada because
they do not want to listen to law.
B What reaction did you get?
W: Well it sort of shocked some of the people. What I stated was that if
the UN fails us in what we’re trying to do here, to bring out the message,

if it fails us, where in the world can we go for justice? We may have
only one more avenue we could go and that was to the queen herself
because we felt that the queen had jurisdiction. When the traditional

people speak about the Crown we mean “The Imperial Crown of Great
Britain,” the original place where jurisdiction stems from. So we have
to go back there to get our case before the Queen and the Privy council.
B: Do you think that’s possible?
W: Well if it’s still in the law books, like in 1704 in Queen Anne’s

Court. It's only been used [the third-party adjudication mechanism] once.
B: It has been used? In 1704?
W: Yeah, the Mohegan versus Connecticut. They still have the Privy
Council and here in Canada. But the Privy Council here in Canada will
not rule in our favour because they’re eating out of the same trough as
the politicians and everybody else. And so is the enforcement arm. So
that for any kind
of action that we do here in Canada, we are criminalized.
Like at Gustafsen Lake when yet clearly all the laws are on our side.
B: When Bruce Clark went overseas to speak to people their reaction
was disbelief. “There’s no way that can be going on in Canada,” they
said because
of our reputation as a peaceful and just nation. Bruce testified

that his mind and your mind are one and the same on issues of
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jurisdiction. Is that true?
W: Yeah. I've been putting the pieces of the puzzle together since 1974
as to how the system operates here.
B: When did you first learn of the 1704 remedy?
W:

I first learned about this from Bruce, but I had the same document

of 1875, which I picked up a few years ago then gave to Bruce.

B: Bruce has supporters and also people that criticize him a lot. Some
think he’s being smeared and that the justice system is out to get him.
W: It’s not only the justice system, the enforcement arm of the
government is after him too because with these legal arguments he’s the
best there is in Canada.
B Some that might support you otherwise feel that his behaviour is
erratic.

W: Because he’s been at it and has seen genocide happen to Indian
people themselves... some of his friends. So I guess it touches him.
People that don’t know him think he’s a little bit off but he’s not, he’s

the best there is. He’s the only man here in Canada who's willing
to take
on the case. I had a lawyer who undermined the very argument that
we’re putting forth here today.
B: Was Rankin just arguing about the nature of the evidence?
'W: That’s it. What evidence was that when it's all hearsay by the RCMP
themselves, all a pack of lies. I will tell you this. I’ve been here for eight
months and only two officers have told the truth, only two. That’s the
kind of law enforcement that have here in Canada now. They’re corrupt.
Their heads are in the trough like a bunch of pigs. There was only two.
B: Did media come into the camp?
W: We had a few come in but they twisted the story so bad. They made
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stories up. That was part of the smear campaign done by the RCMP to
discredit us so that way we’d never gain support from the people across
Canada or anywhere because we were bringing out the law. The law is
what we stood on. We asked for third-party adjudication through the
Privy Council. We tried to open the door through the Governor General
and to get him to open the door to the Privy Council in Great Britain.
That was the only real demand we had.
B: People didn’t hear that. It's been acknowledged that there was a
smear campaign. What would you say to people who want to know
about the shots that were fired?
W: Whose land was it? Who had a right to be there? The RCMP
came in. They’re the one’s who invaded into unceded territory and
assumed that the land belonged to them. How could the land belong
to them when we don’t have a treaty in this country. So who's right
according to law. Who's land is it? Who has a right to it... the invading |
forces were the RCMP who never had a right according to law.
They’re the ones breaking the law, ever since 1875. In 1876, they
tried to make changes to the Land Act in what is known as the Duty
of Disallowance. It was an Order-In-Council that disallowed BC
from making changes to the Land Act. Then what did they do?
They set up the Indian Act in 1876 to cover up the big land theft in
this country. Until these questions are answered, the land still belongs

to the Indian people. In that Indian Act they put in Section 88 which
makes all laws applicable to us. But they don’t have the right because

of 109 and 129 of the Constitution Act which says “subject to, subject
to” [kind smile of confidence again] means a purchase or a treaty,

“subject to.”

B: I see. And that never happened.
W: Never happened. So what'd they do? It’s like if you were to draw a
circle and cut it in half across. That line that goes across is the
constitutional law. When our rights were stated in the 1763 Royal
Proclamation, that is above, and it states that BC and Canada cannot

make changes to Constitutional law.
B: I didn’t know that.
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'W: This is where the people are fooled into thinking that they have
a right. They have an amending formula now because you have the

Meech Lake and the Charlotte town Accord. They have the amending

formula which lasts for fifteen years from 1982 to 1997. It’ll be up

on June 24th,

the issue.

1997. The Queen gave Canada fifteen years to settle

B: From the Repatriation in 1982?
W: Yeah. They have the amending formula now, they can make changes,
but until then the land is still ours... even the queen cannot make changes
to what her forefathers put into law.
B: Do you think it's possible that people overseas will start to realize
this is happening in Canada?
W: Canada has a way of lobbying different nations. If there’s a disaster
they send over some relief to the poor countries. I don’t know if that's
ever collected, but that’s used as way of buying support through different
business groups. So I feel that we’ll never get any justice until we geta
third party involved. When you look at the underlying title being held
by the Indian people, when you get all this resource extraction in
territories never given to Canada... you might have peace treaties but
that was only for peace between one another that did not mean that you
could have all the resources on these lands. If you look at the different
maps and plans for what they’re going to do with the water resources in
this province in the Grand Canal projects...
B: The water going to the US?
‘W: Al this going to the US. They’re going to destroy the major rivers.
For these people it’s just profit.

B: Are the Band Councils part of that?
'W: The Band Councils are just the yes-men to the federal government.
They only follow guidelines set up by the Department of Indian Affairs
and that keeps them in the money, keeps the master happy. You’re not
going to bite the hand that feeds. So you look at those made past
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agreements. It’s not the ordinary people, it’s not the grassroots.
They're elected officials who are from the same department of the
Federal Government. Is this legal? When you have two from the
same department making a legal agreement with one another, is this
legal? But yet you try to take this into court and you deal with the
same people. So where are you going to get justice? Where are you
going to take it? Not here in Canada. Where are all the documents?
They've been hidden away by the DIA, the DIA is part of the federal
government. How are you really going to get a straight answer,
they’re not going to help us out. As a matter of fact, you watch, if
there’s going to be any cross-examination, if the federal government
comes in. They may. I'm waiting for that because the federal
government has a judiciary trust to protect our rights. But now we're
talking about the land issue. Now we’ll see on which side of the
fence the federal government is going to be on. They're going to
join the province. You just watch. Mark my words on this. They’re
going to join with the province and try to attack us. And yet you
have a fiduciary trust to protect our rights. Getting back to the circle,
and Bruce could fill you in more on the constitutional law of this country
and we’re above that. We are allies to the queen, not subjects. Now it’s
the subjects that are trying to tell us what the hell to do in our own
country, making law which turns the whole thing around where we are
below and that line in the circle, they’re putting constitutional law below
or trying to bury it. But you turn that circle back around and up above is

the Constitutional Law, section 109 and 129, that go back to 1763 that
the Federal government and the Provincial has to live under because
that’s part of the BNA Act first set up in this country in 1867. They
twist that around for their benefit. This is the reason I'm here today to
try to bring that part of the law out that’s been buried.
[an interruption occurred here and confusion as to whether we could
continue. I was taken out and searched again on the way in after fetching
more tape. The faithful photographer was still in the room listening to
Wolverine tell the story of a friend of his who was beginning to win

cases in law relating to the land issue in the US. This activist was trying

to set up self-sufficient industry on native territory on the west Coast in
the way of oil refineries and tobacco shops] [Probably referring to Chief
Robert Satiacum, who died in the custody of BC authorities - S.I.S.L.S.]

W: ...the people in government didn’t like that so they charged him with
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different charges to keep him busy in the courts. They manufactured
different evidence in his trial. This is what the FBI did. When you say
that the smear is the specialty of the RCMP, you should know that
they learned this from the FBL. The FBI used this with different
groups in the US.
B: What was that man charged with?
W: They charged him with attempted murder, arson, you name it.
B: They charged you with the same thing.
W: Yeah, just to keep you in so you can’t bring the message out to the

people.

B: Now you stood up to a tank.
W: Yeah. [hearty laughter]

B: What do you want to tell people about that. Are there some things
you can’t talk about?
W: No, it’s come out in the courts... That APC (Armoured Personnel

Carrier) was coming at me. He was going to flatten me out I guess.
Even in my old age I must be getting faster at running. I don’t know, my
forefathers had to go after buffalo. They call these Bisons, I guess, the
APC. What my forefathers had to contend with only had four legs, this
one had eight, I guess that’s what scared the hell outta me. [more hearty
laughter] What I'm charged for, the six attempts, that’s what the APC

had, six flat tires. I guess they must be Michelin, what are the different
tire manufacturers names... Ever-ready... [hearty laughter all around...
the faithful photographer offers a company name] So that’s what I'm
charged for. It tried to run me over. It missed me.
B: What were you doing there that day? Did they come find you?
W: I came out because people were being attacked. We were under attack.
It started off with an explosion which the RCMP did not want to bring
out. They attacked the camp. That’s self-defence, automatic self-defence.
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Only a small group of people of 18 against 400. That’s great odds.
Even that wasn’t enough, they were going to bring the regiment in.
B: When did you first get the sense that you were surrounded and
you were under attack.
W: I sensed that pretty well right away.
B: August?
W: Yeah.

B: Had there been attacks from people in the neighbourhood? There
were reports that people came around with a bull whip.
'W: That was the rancher himself, actually one of his men. I wasn’t in

the camp then.

B: Percy asked you to come?
'W: I was phoned on June 13th when the ranchers came in. So it was on
the 14th we came
in during the night... what I was there for was more or
less to bring out the law, the law as I understand it. We had a meeting
with two of the rancher’s sons, and one of his daughters. Three

RCMP

officers all came into the camp along with the Northern

Shuswap Tribal Council.

B: Was that in June?
W: Yeah, we were discussing the issue. It was opened up in this way:
Lyle James® daughter said: “I guess you guys know what we’re here for.
‘The law’s been broken. We want to have something done about it.” So
1 just sat there, I thought she was going to carry on from that point but
she didn’t. So I said “I agree with you. The law has been broken but by
you people because we don’t have a treaty, there’s no purchase.” The
people in the tribal council, the Chief, tried to take over the meeting

from that point on. I told him I didn’t recognize him in having any say
on the land issue because I said you are a civil servant therefore I don’t
want
to hear from you because
the people I work with are the elders of

the Shuswap and Okanagan Confederacy. That Confederacy dates back
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to 1877 with the hereditary Chiefs.
B: I think Bruce was talking about how when an agreement is signed

between natives and newcomers it has to be signed by a hereditary
chief.

W: Yeah, that's right.

B: And there has to be a community gathering or something like that
and that those things didn’t happen in these cases?
W: No.
B: Is it clear who hereditary chiefs would be in this case?
W: Well prior to the Indian Act system that was imposed on the Indian

people, we had four [Chiefs] that went over to England in 1906, two

from the Okanagan, two from the Shuswap. Again in 1924, two
the Shuswap and one from the Okanagan. [I won’t attempt to spell
names] In 1884 they put in the law banning three or more people
banding together, like the Potlatch. In 1927 they made the
enforceable. And for people that talked about the land issue, you
picked up, you were given maybe sixty days.

from
their
from
laws
were

B: In jail?
W: Yeah and sometimes up to a year. It was 1927 that they enforced
that
law in British Columbia.
B: What was that law?
W: The Potlatch laws-where anyone who talked about the land issue
could be picked up and brought to the courts. And people were brought
in for over a year. Those laws stayed on the books until 1951 and then
they were taken off because I guess the federal government felt that a
long enough time had passed and nobody would know about the land
issue... the language was lost and that the people then would forget

about their nation and the land issue. So they took that part
of it off in
1951 and then it was okay to talk about the land issue, to gather monies

z7

for hiring lawyers. Before that, right from 1884 until 1951 it was
against the law, it was in the books, it was against the law for the
Indian people to hire lawyers.

B: From ’51 until today, whose been on the land around Gu... the
Shuswap Nation. Is Percy’s family from that area?
‘W: Yeah he's from up in the Northern Shuswap, I'm from the Southern.
When we went down to Albuquerque together he brought out the
Sundance issue because... in the UN you have to have the four elements
in order to be recognized as a nation. You have to have the language, the
land base, the culture, and the religion. This defines who you are as a
people. So Percy went down with me to Albuquerque in *93. That’s
where we met the [inaudible, he was speaking softly but I didn’t want to
interrupt] people and people from Chiapas. Prior to their rebellion down
there the last message we got from them was that “This might be the last
time we will see you, maybe in this lifetime because when we go home
‘we might be walking the stars.” This is the message they gave us.

B: From Chiapas?
W: Yeah. It didn’t hit me. I was puzzled a little bit about what he meant
because he was talking very high and spiritual. It wasn’t until I got
home I think it was the eighteenth. It wasn’t ‘til I got home. I was sitting

down still thinking about that and some of the people that we met. So I
said we’re going to have to watch that TV. I think something is gonna

break.

B: You just had that sense?
W: Yeah, so in the next couple days...watch, watch... and sure enough

the rebellion happened in Chiapas. So far I think there’s one or two that
“ve come up to this area from down there... [More visitors were waiting
so we the interview had to end here...]
B: I'd like to talk to some more if I could another day.
W: Yeah, we'll talk some more another time. I hope
little bit.
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James "0J" Pitawanakwat was convicted and imprisoned for his
participation in the defense of sacred sundance land in the territory
of the Shuswap Nation and the assertion of the sovereignty of first
nations in what is now known as British Columbia. This is his
statement to the court prior to conviction and sentencing.
This is my defence.
I have composed a statement to show where my state of mind is.
I release another arrow.
by James (Eyabay) Pitawanakwat, aka OJ
Our people were seen as equals before the Indian Act. My people
fought hard with the crown of Great Britain. When the British victory
over France was declared, a Royal Proclamation was issued to all British
colonies, including Canada. It instructed colonial officials that Indian
nations were not to be molested in their possession or enjoyment of
their unceded traditional territories. The proclamation recognized that
the first Nations were the rightful occupants of the territory now called
Canada. Respect the rights of the people to govern themselves without
interference. This respect was not charity. The Proclamation of 1763
did not create aboriginal land rights. It acknowledged them as preexisting. This is told by our elders. Our people were put here to protect
our sacred Mother, the land. We were placed on this land by the Creator,

with a responsibility to care for her creation. By living this way, we
cared for the Earth. For our brothers and sisters in the animal world and
for each other. Fulfilling these responsibilities meant we governed
ourselves. Canada can only be complete through respect for our rights.
Our identities and rights as distinct peoples flow from our relationship
with the land and aboriginal title. And this flows from before preConfederation period to present. Our relationship with the Crown is one
of allies and of equals. Despite this reality, our relationship as equals is
not respected and the promises made in the treaties have been consistently
breached by the Canadian Governments. Each nation had its own defined
territory, language, spiritual practices, economic institutions. It was not
vacant or empty. It was not new. It was ancient. We have always been
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here on this land we call Turtle Island, on our homelands given to us by
the Creator, and we have a responsibility to care for and live in harmony

with all of her creations. We believe that the responsibility to care for

this land was given to us by our Creator, the Great Spirit. It is a sacred
obligation, which means the first people must care for all of her creation

in fulfilling this responsibility. We have carried this responsibility since

long before the immigrants came to our homeland. Each of the seasons
brought with it celebrations and reflections through ceremonies and social
events. Especially in the summer when the weather was good. Extended
families gathered together to honour those who had passed on the year
before, and participated in ceremonies like the Sundance and the
Ghostdance, potlatches. We practised our spirituality or religion, which
is in fact very simple: honour all living creation and maintain our balance
of nature. This is told by our elders. Since the arrival of newcomers we
faced a holocaust. We struggled to maintain our cultures and distinct
societies. We have to hold on to what our destiny is. Our ancestors
roamed the plains, the mountains, woodlands. They hunted the woods,

fished the fresh and salt waters that are now Canada. The spirits
of our
people are written on the land. Our land. Their blood stained the sand
fighting oppression. We cannot tell a story of somewhere else, we are
this place. Our struggle is not about power or greed, it is about
understanding and taking responsibility for the land. We see what is
being done. A stop has to be done. Violating our sacred mother and the
children has been done. The white man calls destruction “progress”.
More profoundly, we have suffered because of policies geared towards
assimilating
us and making us conform to the expectations of the growing
dominant society that has been built around us. At the time of
confederation more than 125 years ago, we had been so weakened and
isolated as people that we had very little economic or military strength
to ward off what was to come, namely the further dispossession of our
sacred mother. Our land and resources. Canada has been built on this
history and it has not yet faced its legacy. We have never surrendered
our right to be ourselves. We have never abandoned our right to live on
our land. Our responsibility for Mother Earth continues. We have been
reduced spiritually, culturally and politically. This has been unjust - we
have done nothing wrong, except to be who we are, drawing upon our
ancient history. This dominance in Canada continues to be the reality of
our lives. Too often we define ourselves in relation to this dominance.
Our oppression by Canada has taken over our lives and now we must
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find ways to resist. The descendants of the people who arrived here five

hundred years ago took it upon themselves to forge a constitution without
us. It became the BNA Act. The federal government gave itself the
power over Indians and lands reserved for the Indians “wilfully blinding

themselves to pre-existing laws that protect us. They did not ask us if
we agreed. It just assumed power over our peoples. We must ask
ourselves, By what right did they get that power and how have they
used it. Canada used its physical power over us, illegally,
unconstitutionally, in its own selfish interest. The consequences of that
kind of power are oppression and disregard to the first nations peoples’
interests. Parliament decided it was to them to decide who is and who is
not an Indian. The Indian Act still makes distinctions between Indians
and persons. We are in a struggle internally to decolonize ourselves. For
many generations our voices were taken away from us and we were told
we were unchristian, savages and godless heathens. Our ceremonies
and beliefs have been attacked. We know that the Indian Act was passed
to control our rights to mobility, particularly in western Canada. It was
to break up our traditions and families. Why should we uphold that
false law and accept the right of other people to maintain a system of
dominance over us? We remember this treatment. Our elders have
endured this unfair treatment. We have never relinquished our rights
and family values. The Indian Act attempted to destroy many of the
basic beliefs of our societies. In beautiful B.C. the potlatch, like the
sweatlodge was banned. These ceremonies are a very sophisticated and
complex system. The potlatch was hosted by a chief’s family. It forged
alliances. Clan blankets were worn and songs sung. It is highly symbolic
in sharing identity. It was about extending the circle of friendship and
gratefulness. Why was the potlatch banned? Was it because the potlatch
was seen as pagan, ungodly? The Canadian state authorized the
missionaries to stop the potlatch and seized sacred objects and sold them
to museums of the world to be displayed as part of the “lost” cultures of

North America. What happened to the Proclamation that is still the law
of Canada? The Indian Act made our sacred Sundance illegal. It also
made the longhouse governments of our Iroquois relatives illegal, stopped
the feast for the dead of my people the Ottawa. Many of these ceremonies
went underground for many generations. If oppression is our inheritance

from Canada, what did we do to deserve this? How did we treat the

newcomers from the beginning? When the Europeans arrived they had
no land, no shelter, they were barely alive after their long voyages. Since
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early contact the newcomers relied heavily on our goodwill and protection
for their survival in an alien land with a harsh climate. We as first nations

have always wanted friendship. Policies devised by the federal and

Provincial governments.

Policies made it difficult for us to live our

lives with dignity and respect in our own homelands. Policies killed,
and continue to kill us, or drive us mad or into despair from the injustice.

No oppressive regime continues forever, and we will struggle to end it
in this country. Although we have had to endure these injustices, we are
still here. Because we believe in who we are. The international
community is watching Canada, and would applaud an end to Canada’s
dominant control over the lives of First Nations. Our elders remember
agreements with the people of the colonial era. The flag of B.C. is one
of them. The two-row wampum of Iroquois Confederacy committed us
to a relationship of peaceful co-existence where the First Nations and
Europeans would travel in parallel paths down the symbolic river in
their own vessels which signifies “one river, two vessels”, committed

the newcomers to travel in their vessel and not attempt to interfere with
our voyage. The two vessels would travel down the river of life in
parallel courses and would never interfere with each other. It was a coliving agreement. The two-row wampum captures the original values
that governed our relationship - equality, respect and a sharing of the
river we travel on. We must steer our own vessels. This is our sacred
responsibility given to us by the Creator when we were put here on
Turtle Island. As peoples with distinct cultures, languages, traditional
governments, territories and populations in Canada, our homeland.

have a spiritual authority to speak for us. Deal with First Nations as
equals and end the legacy of dominance that is as outdated as slavery.
My hope is that if we can draw upon the wisdom of the old ways and

I

our traditional values, we will have the strength we need. The old ways

are the ways of our elders, their wisdom, knowledge and kindness. The
elders teach us that these are most important. That their are the ways of
the warrior, and lead to good relations. We, as people should relate to
each other in the spirit of harmony. We must stay true to the traditional
teachings. And restore the respect to women in their rightful position of
honour in our Nations. If we embrace our traditional values of respect,

compassion, under standing and sharing, and if we apply these values in
our relations with each other, they will keep us united and will strengthen
our warriors wherever they are. Our Ways of the Warriors, we will
approach other people in Canada in the way our ancestors did, with
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generosity. But we will also resist continued exploitation and dominance.
‘We are frustrated by the injustices done to our people. The imbalance in
our relationship between Canadian governments and First Nations. 1
live with what I saw in the show of force against my people. The
governments brought into play a new level of racial contempt and raised
the level of racial intolerance and mistrust in this country. We as Native
people should be able to celebrate success, victories and progress. We
should not be placed in a position where we are grieving all the time due
to one injustice after another. Gustafsen symbolizes a continuation of a
classic historical dominance called genocide. Our spiritual Elders across
Turtle Island teach us that love and compassion are the substance of

human respect and understanding. Resistance can be passive. I reject
the path of violence. But our collective actions were self-defence. Our
Elders remind us that we have a rich heritage and tradition of peaceful
co-existence. It is my duty to our ancestors to maintain our stolen lands
and keep these traditions for the benefit of present and future generations.
The British Crown made alliances with my people. The First Nations
were not “conquered”. We still have our sovereign nations. The warriors
sense is not of confrontation, it offers dignity and does not dishonour
anyone. The Warriors sense is about protecting our children from abuse.
Stopping tyranny. And about mending broken promises. Traditional
society was based upon the principle of consensus. The First Nations do
not want the DIA to have control over us any more. We are talking
about sovereignty for our people and lands. There is something
fundamentally wrong with this country if it cannot recognize the preexisting rights of the people who were here before Newcomers. Part of
our struggle is to deny the Indian Act. But Parliament is not the only
problem for us; another is the courts. During this occupation at Gustafsen
the Canadian government acted as lawyer, Judge and Jury over
our claims.
The government has yet to adequately address its own conflict of interests
to our claims. The government is, after all, supposed to be trustee for
the best interests of the First Nations. The Crown took a hostile position
towards these first Nation people in this courtroom. All evidence indicates
this. Particularly to the warriors of this family for their acts of defiance.
Asking for a peaceful resolution process that is independent from the
government. The government has refused to make a commitment to an
independent third party resolution process. They violated the concept of
equality guaranteed in the Royal Proclamation. A serious breach of
obligation to First Nations. Our Elders and leaders want to do something
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for our children. I think it’s important to pour out my feelings so people

will have an idea what I think, who I am. And how I believe we can

work together to heal our people. I know we have problems, serious
social problems like family violence, abuse and suicide, residue from
long term plans, residential schools. The mistreatment of first Nations
peoples in the Canadian criminal justice system is overwhelming. The
statistics speak for themselves. The injustices experienced lost the respect
and support by the public and first Nations. For example the problems
related to poverty and racism, low self-esteem and suicide are related to
the fact that first Nations are not treated fairly by Canadian society.
There is absolutely no justification - none whatsoever
in a wealthy country
like Canada. Our poverty is the most extreme in Canada. A result of the
Indian Act. The Elders help me stay strong. It is even less easy to be a
First Nations child in Canada because that almost guarantees that you
are living in poverty. The enormous pain, despair felt by these children
is beyond description. Suicides, attempted suicides and alcohol and
solvent abuse are rampant in Native communities across the country.
Canadian government has known about our poverty and problems for
many years but has done little to address it. For one hundred years they
have been told they have no land rights, no resources. The Indian Act

made
it illegal for our people to hire lawyers to protect our land rights or
treaty rights. Until recently, we could not challenge the injustices done
to our people in the courts. The Act has undermined the practices of all
first nations. This faceless beast has caused great grief and injustices
throughout its history. Fundamental principles must be adopted, and
respect for our inherent aboriginal title and treaty rights. I want all of
our children to have dreams - not bad dreams, but good dreams. Dreams

about what they want to become in the future. Their dreams are my
dreams. A Quest for freedom. A commitment to ending colonialism. So
we all share a struggle for self-determination. We have all been exposed
to the Beast that is distorted and unbalanced. It has a history that is
premised upon the denial of our human dignity. The price for us has
been enormous. We had to endure the silence and not speak of the beast
called Genocide, Oppression, the banning of traditions and customs,
wars, government policies, disease. The faceless beast has many faces.

‘The most dangerous face is the one that comes with a smile. [ have a

destiny to pick up my arrows and plunge them into the mouth of the
beast that devours our children. A stance had to be made. I had to draw
strength from our pride and spirit, to ensure our existence. We have our
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ancestors to thank because they kept alive our religion and cultures even
when these were deemed uncivilized. Most of our people here are
involved in movements: they seek freedom. The right to maintain their

identity and live on their land and to break free from the chains of

colonialism. We know that our future survival depends on our present
abilities to secure not only our lands, but also the recognition of our
inherent right of self-rule. The world is nearing the brink of destruction,
propelled by the same materialistic forces that allowed the colonial
powers to view the indigenous people and their lands as objects for
exploitation. Some native tribes of Eastern Canada became victims of
European contact. They suffered a genocide and will never walk this

Earth again. Native nations who have been victims of genocide, condemn
the government of acts of genocide but their ears go deaf. We know
campaigns of genocide are waged today. Look and listen! Native nations
here in B.C. are determined to draw attention to governments that have

carried out and continue to carry out campaigns of brutality and violence

against
we are
people
natural

them for protecting burial sites and peoples. Think about what
doing to this planet. The people who can help us are the native
regarding their relationship with the land. We do not exploit
resources. We preserve them. Exploitation! That endangers our

common survival and the survival of future generations who are relying
on us to preserve mother Earth for them. We called upon the Prime

Minister to help us? What happens, he signs an order to send in
bisons then says the deficit. We believe people have forgotten
importance of protecting the environment for future generations.
need access to our land and resources, given that the majority of

the
the
We
our

people still earn their living by hunting, trapping, fishing and gathering.

The idea that North America was vacant and thus settlers could come
and take all they wanted is obviously untrue. Some of our treaties date
from an era when provinces were not powerful forces. Not all treaties
deal with lands. In some cases the provinces did not even exist. Like
B.C.: most of B.C. is still unceded Native territory. My elders teach us
that the treaties and agreements did not extinguish Indian title. The British
crown’s goal was to gain friendship and alliance with the first nations.
Today the Crown has acted in a seemingly willful manner to undermine

agreements and Laws and treaties that protect the first nations from

oppressive forces. Those wounds cannot be healed until we do something.
All we were doing was exercising our right under International Law,
that right was: when disputes arise, submit any disputes to international
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bodies and/or to Queen Anne’s privy council or Queen Anne’s court.

‘The quest for resources by the provincial government stonewalled our
demands. Mass suicides in native communities and armed confrontations

are the only time when they open their eyes. The illusion of reality is all

in Canadian minds. Business as usual. Progress. Their objective is to
defang any resistance and steal all what’s ours. The reason why the
white man went to the moon is because he heard we had land up there.
Our societies and culture are older than Canada. Our Elders want an end
to assimilation and the misery of poverty. The only real opportunity for
first nations peoples to start on the road to recovery is to persuade the
Canadian public and governments to respect us and our lands not just as
individuals but as distinct peoples with traditional territories that is still
rich with natural resources. Who are part of the family of the human
race. As Chief Seattle told us many years ago, “the Earth does not belong
to man, Man belongs
to the Earth. This we know: all things are connected.
Like the blood that unites one family. Whatever befalls the Earth befalls

the sons of the earth. Man did not weave the web of life, he is merely a

strand in it”. I have children. I see the sparkles in their eyes. | remember
that once I had sparkles in my eyes. Those sparkles died because there
was no hope for change, poverty crushes the spirit. I don’t want my
kids’ dreams shattered. So I have to listen to the Elders of my generation,
and I take their advice very seriously. I want to heal my people and my

country, restoring balance and harmony. This is my role as a warrior.
The Canadian legal system, it does not work for us, all my people seek
is Freedom, the opportunity and capacity to exercise our inherent

jurisdiction and self-governing and Justice within our traditional

territories. For us that is Justice, this is a reality. We must resist to ensure
future generations survive. For the most of five hundred years, Natives
have been fighting defensively for their right
to exist - for their freedom,
their lands, their means of livelihood, their organization and societies,

their beliefs, their ways of life, their personal security, their very lives.
Those who still remain after so many generations of physical and cultural
genocide continue to be oppressed
by problems; most of them are created
to deny and continue to deny Indians their rights, desires and the ability
to build better societies for themselves. This ain’t a new fighting spirit,
it’s been with us. It comes out after mass injustices done to our ancestors

who are sleeping. Our existence is here because of resistance. Ever since

the white man reached
the new world, he has seen or recognized Indian

problems, not recognizing that he created them himself. Twenty-five

3

thousand years of Native history cultures cannot and could not be shed
at the white man’s command. Land, dignity and the means of existence
were all robbed by governments. The Whites, with few exceptions, never
listen. In their minds the Indians were stereotypes, savages, uncivilized.

So they tried forcing them into the mainstream of the dominant culture’s
way of life. Intent on ridding the native nations of the native way of life.
My people the Ottawa midewin lodge people have thrown out the
electoral system under the Indian Act. We all have the jurisdiction to
protect our people from genocide. Sovereignty is the issue, Canada’s
the problem. Honour the Royal Proclamation of 1763. Ceremonies like
the Sundance need to be protected from cultural genocide. This is the
basis of my resistance. We are not militants or terrorists. We are warriors
to our people. Our families. Our generations yet to come. IfI was asked
“if it was worth it” I would answer “I know how my ancestors felt,

YES.” It was worth it. I thank the Great Spirit. All my relations. We all
must relate to Mother Earth to heal what's being done. I believe this
then and I believe this now.
James Pitawanakwat (Eyabay)
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TS'PETEN DEFENDERS
SENTENCED TO JAIL TERMS
-:-:S.I.S.LS. Settlers In Support of Indigenous Sovereignty:-:-:

July 30, 1997 Bulletin

The travesty of justice known as the Gustafsen Lake trial finally
came to a close today. 13 of the 15 defendants convicted in connection
with the Ts’peten siege of 1995 were sentenced to prison terms by Justice
Bruce Josephson. They were taken directly to jail from the courtroom
after the sentences were read. In this parody of judicial process, they
have been imprisoned for defending sacred Sundance and burial grounds
on unceded Shuswap territory, and criminalized for standing on natural,
international and constitutional law.
The 4 defendants convicted of mischief causing actual danger to life
and possession of weapons received the harshest sentences. Wolverine
(William Jones Ignace), a 66 year old Shuswap elder, organic farmer

and old-age pensioner was sentenced to 8 years in prison, James (OJ)
Pitawanakwat was sentenced to 4 years, Edward (Pancho) Dick, 3 years
and Suniva Bronson, 2 years less one day. All four are also prohibited
from possession of firearms, ammunition or explosives for periods
ranging from ten years to life. Wolverine has been imprisoned 22 months
already, Pitawanakwat 6 months, so since accused are credited for twice

the time spent in pre-trial custody, Wolverine has 4 and a half years and
Pitawanakwat has 3 years in jail remaining to be served.
Of the 11 defendants convicted of mischief to property, 7 received 6
month sentences: Grant Archie, Glen Deneault, Trond Halle, Mary Pena,

Percy Rosette, and Flo Sampson. Ron Dionne and Rob Fleming received
slightly longer sentences, 9 months and 7 months respectively, as well

as 2 years probation. Two defendants who have recently given birth
were given conditional sentences to be served in the community; Sheila
Ignace, daughter of Wolverine and Flo Sampson, received a 6 month
sentence, and self-represented non-native Shelagh Franklin, who based
her defence on jurisdiction alone, received a 1 year sentence. Brent

Shadow Potulicki and Ron Dionne did not attend sentencing; the judge

has delayed sentencing of Polulicki until he is apprehended.
The firearms bans will have a severe impact on the cultural practice
and diet of the traditionalists. Moreover, the sentencing of Wolverine

and Sampson causes grave worries for the well-being of JoJo Ignace,
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their developmentally disabled son. JoJo was acquitted on all charges

laid against him and released, but doctors testified that his serious

condition radically deteriorated as a result of the beatings and
inappropriate medications he was given in jail. He has been subsequently
hospitalized, and now neither of his parents will be free to care for him.
Judge Josephson’s Reasons for Judgment regarding this sentencing
underscore the deep bias he has exhibited throughout the year-long trial.
He was several times interrupted today by cries of “liar” from the gallery
as he read his own version of the events of the standoff.
Josephson once again asserted as fact American rancher Lyle James’
“ownership” of the land in question, although the Crown admitted that

the original owners, the Shuswap nation, never relinquished their title

by sale or treaty, and although the trial produced strong evidence that
the lot claimed by James may in fact be miles away from the Ts’peten
Sundance grounds.
Josephson omitted from today’s summary the incidents of
harrassment, death threats and shootings directed at the camp by
cowboys. He omitted the testimony that RCMP began planning for the
operation in May, 1995, long before there was any indication of trouble.
He omitted any mention of the RCMP’s self-described “smear and
misinformation campaign” which significantly contributed to the
escalation of tensions. Yet he twice cited a dubious “ambush” on August
27, 1995, in which police were supposedly shot in the backs of their
flak jackets, although there was not enough evidence to charge anyone
with this incident: police could produce no bullets to trace to the camp
(the officers claim they threw this vital evidence out the window), their
24-hour aerial surveillance footage is mysteriously missing for that time
period, and information officer John Ward was captured on video stating
that RCMP had on previous occasions taken their bulletproof clothing
“out to the firing range,” suggesting the jackets may have been tampered
with.
The judge not only contradicted the evidence at trial on several
occasions, he also contradicted his own previous rulings in this trial. He
made several references today to the sincerity of the defendants’ belief
in the rightness of their actions, even mentioning that they had obtained
legal advice to that effect; this is a total reversal of his ruling on colour
of right (posted at http://kafka.uvic.ca/~vipirg/SISIS/court/reascol
html)
in which he foreclosed a primary defence by claiming that the defendants
did not honestly believe they had a right to occupy that land. Several
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legal experts have said that this ruling disallowing colour of right
made conviction nearly inevitable.

Josephson seems moreover to be completely untroubled by judicial
contradictions. His reasons for disallowing the argument that the BC
courts have no jurisdiction on unceded Native territory - another major
pillar of the defence - baldly contradicted a previous Canada Supreme
Court ruling. Josephson claimed the Delgamuukw case already dealt
with this argument (see http://kafka.uvic.ca/~vipirg/SISIS/court/
reas_jur.html), while the Canada Supreme Court unequivocably ruled
that it did not (see http://kafka.uvic.ca/~vipirg/SISIS/Clark/
sep12scc.html).
It must be kept in mind that this is a man who also disallowed selfdefence for several of the accused, saying that the largest RCMP operation
in history, involving the army and 400 police officers equipped with
land mines, 9 armoured personnel carriers, helicopters, airplanes, dog
teams, .50 calibre machine guns, and firing an estimated 77,000 rounds

in what one soldier explained was the largest Canadian forces land battle
since the Korean war, all aimed
at a mere 18 people, that this did not
constitute excessive force (see http://kafka.uvic.ca/~vipirg/SISIS/court/
reasdef.html)
The judge has been consistent only in his animosity to the accused.
He has allowed massive and repeated irregularities by the prosecution,
ranging from the Crown routinely withholding disclosures until minutes
before their witnesses took the stand, to the interference with witnesses

by upper-level RCMP officers, to the police destruction of massive
amounts of evidence when they had the bullet-ridden trees at the lakesite
all clearcut. When the prosecution case still didn’t hold together,
Josephson struck down all the major defence arguments, delaying filing
his reasons for doing so until after the jury was sequestered, and allotted
an unprecedented four days to instruct the jury in what they should and
should not consider.
Add to all this the treatment of Native rights lawyer Bruce Clark,
counsel of choice for many of the defenders, who was not allowed to
represent them, was assaulted by police in the courtroom, arrested,

shackled hand and foot, and jailed for several months, this trial has
amply vindicated the Ts’ peten Defenders’ contention that they will never
obtain a fair hearing in BC or Canada. The need for the third party
tribunal that was their only demand at Gustafsen Lake has never seemed
more clear.
STOP THE GENOCIDE! FREE THE TS’PETEN DEFENDERS!
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE STANDOFF

ACCORDING
DEFENDERS

TO TESTIMONY

[Compiled
by
M.
Fornasier
INCORPORATED 1997]

FROM

TRIAL OF TS’PETEN

ASLAN

PRODUCTIONS

January 4, 1995: Staff Sgt. Martin Sarich took command of the 100
Mile Detachment from S.Sgt Lindsay. [Source: Staff Sgt. Sarich’s
testimony, August 14, 1996.]

First week of February, 1995: Staff Sgt. Sarich was contacted by Lyle
James lawyer, Januszczak of Ladner Downs, Vancouver. Sarich advised
Januszczak that James would have to get a civil injunction and
Enforcement Order before the RCMP would act to remove the
“squatters.” He maintained that the police objective was to have the
Sundance “cancelled or moved to a new location” and he enlisted the
aid of Band Chiefs Agnes Snow and Antoine Archie to persuade the
Sundancers to cancel. [Source: Staff Sgt. Sarich’s testimony, August
14, 15, 16 and 19, 1996.]
May 1995: Supt. Len Olfert began to attend planning meetings about

Gustafsen Lake. [Source: Supt. Len Olfert’s testimony, January 1997.]

June 13, 1995: Lyle James went to the Sundance grounds to serve Percy
and his family a stale-dated eviction notice after receiving advice from
his lawyer that if Percy resisted eviction, that would be reason enough
for the RCMP to get involved. James brought his two sons and ten to
twelve cow-hands with him to serve the notice. One of the cowhands
had a bullwhip with him and cracked it in a threatening manner while
the gang waited for the notice to be served. When they left the property,

the ranch hands took cabin door and stove with them. [Source: Lyle
James’ testimony, July 16, 17, 1996.]
June 19, 1995: Staff Sgt. Martin Sarich’s notebook shows that MLA

Dave Zirnhelt’s office warned him on this date that “Crown Land may

be involved.” Sarich never investigated this information, nor did he ever

request or see proof of James’ ownership. [Source: Staff Sgt. Martin
Sarich’s testimony, August 16, 1996.]

Defence attorney George Wool introduced into the court the original
deed of sale for Lot #114 (the property to which Lyle James has title)
entitled “Sale of Unsurveyed Land.” Dated May 1887, it positions Lot
#114 at the end of a lake. Gustafsen Lake is a large man-made lake
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which wasn’t built until the 1930’s. The most likely location for Lot
#114 would be nearby Nielson Lake, but this has not yet been confirmed
because Lyle James has never had a legal survey of the property done.
[Source: Lyle James’ testimony, July 17, 1996.]
July 27, 1995: In a letter dated July 27, 1995, Sarich informed Lyle

James’ lawyer that the RCMP had not secured enough evidence to press

charges against Percy Rosette and his family. During cross examination,
he further revealed that he “did not have the grounds to proceed criminally
until Lyle James’ eviction attempt” of June 13, 1995. [Source: Staff
Sgt. Martin Sarich’s testimony, August 15, 19, 1996.]

August 7, 1995: Cst. Charlie Andrew arranged with Percy Rosette to
have a meeting on August 21, involving all interested parties, to discuss
solutions to the disagreement. Cst. Andrew was confident that the matter
would be settled at that meeting. [Source: Cst. Charlie Andrew’s

testimony, July 24, 25, 1995.]

August 11, 1995: Two men were arrested for fishing on the Fraser River,

near Williams Lake. A large cache of weapons was found in their vehicle.
[Source: Staff Sgt. Martin Sarich’s testimony, August 14,15, 1996.]
Supt. Olfert testified that he felt that people in the Gustafsen Lake
camp were a serious threat to public safety for three reasons: 1) the
cache of weapons siezed on August 11; 2) several shooting incidents in

the area in recent weeks; and 3) Will Thomas’

video footage which

showed natives with AK-47’s preparing for guerrilla warfare. While
being cross-examined by Sheldon Tate, Olfert admitted: 1) there was
and is no evidence to link the “cache of weapons” to the people in the
camp; 2) none of the “shooting incidents,” upon investigation, were
attributable to the people in the camp; 3) none of the defendants are seen
training for guerilla warfare in Will Thomas® tapes. [Source: Supt. Len
Olfert’s testimony January 1997.]
(Ed’s Note: Around this time the RCMP set-up twenty-four hour Wescam
video surveillance, recording the movements of the camp.)

August 15, 1995: Cst. Ray Wilby met with Supt. Len Olfert to discuss
arecce (reconnaissance) mission into the Gustafsen Lake camp. [Source:

Cst. Ray Wilby's testimony, August 28, 1995.]
August 17, 1995: Cst. Charlie Andrew filed areport that the only people
left in the camp were Percy Rosette, his wife and their three children.
[Sources: Staff Sgt. Martin Sarich’s testimony, August 16, 1995; Ray
Wilby's testimony, Aug 29, 1996; and Crown disclosures.] Cst. Wilby’s

recce team went into area to find out “how many people were in the
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camp.” They were dressed in camouflage gear with face paint and were

armed with M-16’s, a 308 sniper’s rifle and side arms. [Source: Ray
Wilby’s testimony, August 27, 29, 1996.]

August 18, 1995: Cst. Wilby testified that in the early morning his

team encountered a native man near the camp who spoke in a native
dialect in an enquiring manner. He then said that he heard “a large calibre
weapon discharge” and heard the round whistle past his head. According
to his testimony, the others with him “hit the ground” and he “ran to a
rock area.” [Source:Ray Wilby’s testimony, August 27, 1996.]
Cst. Ralph Overby, who testified that he was closer to the man identified
as the shooter than Wilby, said that he never heard him speak in a native
dialect. In his notes of the event, Overby had written that “at all times
that I observed the man, his arms remained at his side” and “the man
never assumed an aggressive position.” [Sources: Cst. Ralph Overby's
testimony, September 4, 1994 and Crown Disclosures.]

Officer Woods took an early morning phone call from Percy Rosette
complaining that there were camouflaged men with black faces carrying
assault rifles surrounding the camp. Officers Woods and Andrew set out
immediately to investigate Percy’s complaint but were ordered back by

Cpl. Hicks and were subsequently “pulled from the case.” [Sources:
Cst. Andrew’s testimony, July 25, 1996; Staff Sgt. Sarich, August 16,
1996; Cst. Wilby, August 29, 1995.]

August 19, 1995: RCMP Supt. Len Olfert held a press conference in
100 Mile House in which he displayed the cache of weapons from the

August 11 arrests at Williams Lake and called the people in the camp
terrorists. Olfert was quoted by the Vancouver Sun newspaper, (August
20, 1995, Front Page) as saying: “This can’t go on forever. We won’t sit
back and do nothing. We have all the residents to consider and the area
has to be secured. There has been an escalation; the threat is serious. We
see this as an act of terrorism.” Cst. Lorne Clelland, who explained the
action of the weapons to the media during the press conference, has
testified that Olfert “misled” members of the press. He agreed with
Defence Attorney, Harry Rankin that the weapons “came from “a separate
case dealt with elsewhere.” Staff Sgt. Sarich’s testimony concurred that
he “had no evidence to link the guns to the camp” and he went on to say
that none of his members had ever reported seeing weapons in the camp.
[Sources: Cst. Lorne Clelland’s testimony, Sept. 10, 1996; Staff Sgt.

Sarich, Aug.19, 1996.]
August 27, 1995: Staff Sgt. Peter Montague reported to the press that
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“two officers were hit by machine gun fire in an ambush near the renegade
native camp,” and that they were saved from “serious injury or even
death” by their flak-jackets. He went on to say that all the tires and
windows were shot-out and the gas tank punctured; “the officers tried
desperately to keep driving the disabled vehicle, but within two
kilometres they stopped” and “ran for cover while still under fire.”
[Source: The Province, A4, Aug 29, 1995.]

No evidence has been introduced into the court that substantiates the
story and no one has been charged in connection with this incident.
Wescam footage of this event, which should have confirmed the officers”

story, is mysteriously absent from the tapes of this day. The two officers
involved testified, nonetheless, to their version of the events that day.

Cst. Clelland told the court a dramatic story of driving backwards as
fast as possible for one kilometre, under a rain of semi-automatic and

rifle fire from three or four different weapons while shooting his M-16,
past Molendyk, out the passenger window. Clelland was photographed
with a small bruise on his back, shortly after the “incident.” [Source:
Cst. Lorne Clelland’s testimony, September 9, 1996.]
Cst. Molendyk testified that he pulled the bullet that struck his flakjacket “out from under his belt” and “tossed it out the window” while
being fired upon from two sides. He identified it as arifle slug. Molendyk
was photographed with a small bullet-shaped burn on his lower back.
[Source: Cst. Gordon Molendyk’s testimony, Sept 12, 1996.]

In an article of the Fall 1996 issue of BC NOTEBOOKS-Pacific
Safety, the manufacturer of the Flak-jackets boasted that the light-duty
vests that the officers were wearing were designed and tested to withstand
small arms fire only. They were very encouraged that, according to the
RCMP’s press releases, the jackets had withstood rifle fire and surmised

that the vests were more bullet-proof than previously thought.
On August 31st the protesters’ lawyer, Dr. Bruce Clark, went
into the camp and returned with RCMP shell casing and an affidavit
stating the RCMP officers had shot directly into the camp on August
27, provoking defensive fire.

August 30, 1995: Two Shuswap Nationals, Stuart and Teddy Dick, left

the camp and were arrested.
September 1, 1995: Chief Superintendent Johnston made a note during
a phone conversation with Superintendent Len Olfert that “There are 6
hardliners in the camp who will require killing.” [Source: Crown
disclosures.]
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On or around this date the RCMP Management Team held a meeting
which was videotaped by Norm Torpe from the Training Branch. The
video shows RCMP Chief Negotiator Sgt. Dennis Ryan relating orders

from Supt. Len Olfert to “..kill this Clark and smear the prick and

everyone with him.” [ Source: RCMP “Training Tape” , February 3,

1997.]
In another video-clip from the same time, Sgt. Ryan, in a meeting with
the Management Team, asks generally “...Is there anyone who can help
us with our smear and disinformation campaign?” Approximately six
minutes later, S. Sgt. Peter Montague, Chief Media Liaison Officer for
BC, adds “Smear campaigns are our specialty.” He then offers Ryan a

Media Strategy which he has drafted. [Source: RCMP “Training Tape”,
January 6, 1997.]

September3, 1995: On or around this date Cpl. John Ward was caught
on videotape remarking that “this is not the first time we’ve had to take
flak-jackets to the firing range.” [Source: RCMP “Training Tape” ,
February 20, 1997.]
September 4, 1995: Cpl. John Ward held a press conference displaying
the suburban and flak-jackets from the September 27 “incident.”
September 5, 1995: Cpl. John Ward, at a press conference in 100 Mile
House, reported that “four RCMP officers came under fire from armed

natives from the Gustafsen Lake camp.” He went on to say that “shots
were fired at them and a number are thought to have struck the vehicle”
and that the officers were “actively pursued by persons from the armed
camp and only great restraint on the part of the officers prevented what
could have been a very serious

incident.” Four military, armoured

personnel carriers were sent in, supposedly, to extract the officers to
safety. In the same article, Cpl. Ward assured the press that the APC’s
were being used “strictly in a defensive posture.” [Source: The Vancouver
Sun, Sept. 6, 1995; Front page.] Capt Daniel Blanc testified that the
“use of military was secret until it made the papers after September 5.”
[Source: Blanc’s testimony, September 30, 1996.]
The story that the RCMP released to the public was refuted by
their own forensic analysis, which determined that what actually
happened was that the RCMP vehicle struck a tree branch, panicking
the officers and causing them to shoot wildly.

[Source:

Pretrial

disclosures, June 14, 1996]
(Ed’s Note: With the surveillance capability employed by the
RCMPat this time— including twenty-four hour Wescam, night vision,
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heat sensing, trip wire booby-traps, on-ground cameras, early detection
devices, and ERT patrols — plus the great distance this incident occurred
from the camp —it seems very likely that the RCMP command knew
more of the actual details of this incident than they released to the press
in the morning.)
September 10, 1995: Supt. Rick Hall issued a map of a negotiated
“safe-zone” around the camp within which “persons presently at
Gustafsen Lake are guaranteed their personal safety.” Effective 12 noon
Sept. 10, 1995. [Sources: Cst. Arthur’s testimony, September 19, 1996;
Crown Disclosures; Supt Rick Hall’s notes: “11:00- Dennis RYAN calls-

have rec’d a cease fire agreement -]

September 11, 1995: According to RCMP

media liaison, Sgt. Peter

Montague, on this day “a camp truck knowingly violated a no-go zone”
and was subsequently “disabled by an early warning device.” He
continued: “two or three armed natives then ran from the truck firing
semi-automatic weapons at RCMP officers, which sparked a gun battle
lasting nearly two hours during which hundreds of rounds were
exchanged.”
[Source: The Vancouver Sun, Sept 12, 1995. Final Ed., Front page.]

RCMP surveillance footage, taken from six to eight thousand feet in the
air by Wescam, shows the truck blown up by a powerful landmine, then
two apparently unarmed people running from the truck. Moments later
the truck was struck violently by an APC. The camp dog, seen running
away from the truck, was shot and killed by RCMP fire. [Source: RCMP
surveillance footage.]

Only a few hundred metres away, a Shuswap Elder, one of the delegation
waiting to be picked up by the truck to go into the camp, suffered a heart
attack upon hearing the explosion. Cst. S.H. Arthur testified that he saw
the two occupants running from the truck and that neither were carrying
weapons. He also testified that he fired upon the unarmed occupants of
the truck as they were leaving the lake with their hands in the air, within
what was supposed to be the guaranteed “safe-zone.” [Source: Cst.
Arthur’s testimony, September 19, 1996.]

Officer D. Lafond testified that he was ordered to ram the truck with the
APC, if it was not disabled by the explosion. He rammed it anyway,
twice, even though he could see that the truck was “disabled.” [Source:

Officer Lalond’s testimony, November 1996.] Sgt. Allen Armstrong, in
a statement taken on September 12, 1995, the day after the incident,

said that he expected the “occupants might not be able to leave on their
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own power though it was an untested procedure so we weren’t exactly
sure how the explosive would effect the truck.” [Source: Crown
Disclosures.]

Cst. Kevin Mann, who was the officer in charge at the scene and who
was the first to approach the truck, testified that the first shots fired on
September 11, 1995, were fired by the RCMP and that the occupants of
the truck never fired upon himself or his team members. [Source: Cst.

Mann’s testimony, September 19, 1996.]
Cst. Shinkaruk testified that he heard a fifty caliber machine-gun being
fired on Sept. 11. Earlier in the trial, weapons expert Brian McConaghy
testified that one fifty calibre machine-gun had been brought up to 100

Mile House, but that it had never been fired. Insp. Bass, during his
testimony, said that the RCMP had, in fact, four fifty calibres at the
lake. [Source: testimony, December 16, 18 and October 31 1996.]

September 11, 1995 (cont.): Two more Shuswap Nationals, Pancho

Dick and Glen Deneault, left the camp and were arrested.
September 12, 1995: Sgt. Ken Gates testified that he ordered 20,000

bullets to replace those expended during the previous day’s assault on

the camp. [ Source: Gates’ testimony, November 18, 1996.]

Cst. Malcolm Callander testified that he was manning a sniper’s position
with two other officers, in the moming of Sept. 12, when he spotted a
man walking from the camp, towards the lake. He said: “We were quite

surprised when we seen this individual, as he was dressed in camouflage
and also wearing a gilly suit...I could see with the aid of a spotting
scope that he was carrying a high-powered long-barrelled rifle which
appeared to be similar to an AK-47.” [Source: Gates’ testimony, August

30, 1996.]
However, according to the Wescam footage, a man in regular clothes

(when he takes off his jacket you can see that he is wearing a bright pink
or red t-shirt) walked casually towards the lake. Clearly, he was not

carrying a rifle. [Source:RCMP surveillance video.]

Insp. Kemble, the Field Commander, testified that, upon viewing the
Wescam direct-feed in the Command Centre, he determined that the

man was indeed carrying a rifle and gave the order to the snipers to
shoot him. Defence Lawyer Harry Rankin asked if it was his intention

to kill that man. Kemble responded: “That’s correct.” [Source: Kemble's
testimony, October 1996.]

Cst. Malcolm Callander testified that Cst. O’Gorman took the first shot
which hit at the man’s feet. O’ Gorman took another shot before
he handed
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the rifle to Cpl. Wyton, who took another shot. Callander learned an
hour later that the shots were fired into the “safe-zone” and himself had
concerns about a “legal action arising out of this shooting.” [Source:
Callander’s testimony, September 10, 11, 1996.]

September 12, 1995 (cont.): Jones Wolverine Ignace’s daughter Shelia
Ignace and another juvenile Shuswap girl left the camp and were arrested.
“Paintball” Dionne, who was caught behind the RCMP

front-line the

previous day, was apprehended by RCMP and arrested. He was unarmed.
September 13, 1995: Shuswap National Shadow Potulicki left the camp
and was arrested.
September 15, 1995: Ojibway National OJ Pitawanakwat left the camp

and was arrested. Dr. Bruce Clark was arrested for contempt and assault
while attempting to argue for his clients at 100 Mile House court, Judge
Nick Friesen presiding.
September 17, 1995: Chief Supt. Johnston’s notebook reveals that Supt.
Len Olfert informed him that he was confident that John Stevens, Percy
Rosette’s spiritual advisor, would fail to bring the protesters out of the
camp. Olfert and his management team had decided to put their final
operational plan into effect that night. [Source: Supt. Len Olfert’s
testimony, January 7,1997.]
Non-natives Shelagh Franklin, Suniva Bronson, Rob Flemming

and

videographer Trond Halle left the camp and were arrested. Shuswap
Nationals Grant Archie and JoJo Ignace were followed by their Elders,
the last to leave the camp: Percy Rosette, Toby Pena, Jones Wolverine
Ignace and Flo Sampson. All were arrested.

September 18, 1995: Jones Wolverine Ignace was charged with
Mischief, Firearms offences and Attempted murder.

September 22, 1995: Jones Wolverine Ignace was released on bail.
While on his farm he was interviewed by CBC TV , a clip of which
aired that evening under the title “Wolverine Gets the Last Say"”. During
the interview Jones said, “If you look at the trees then you will see who

had all the fire power...”
September 25, 1995: Lyle James clear-cut the crime scene at the request
of RCMP Officer Cst. Flemming. [Source: Cst. Flemming’s testimony,
July 11,1996.]
September 28, 1995: Chief Justice Dohm rescinded Jones’ bail and as
of this writing - February,1997 - he is still being held in custody.
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SUPPORT

GROUPS

FREE THE WOLVERINE CAMPAIGN
Box 13 - 2147 Commercial Dr.
Vancouver,

BC,

Canada,

V5N-4B3

spokespersons:
Splitting the Sky: 604- 820-7633
Bill Lightbown: 604-251-4949
website:
http://kafka.uvic.ca/~vipirg/SISIS/gustmain.html

SETTLERS IN SUPPORT OF
INDIGENOUS SOVEREIGNTY
Box

8673,

Victoria,

BC,

Canada,

email: SISIS@envirolink.org
website:

(SISIS)
V8X-3S2

http//kafka.uvic.ca/~vipirg/SISIS/SISmain.html
MONTREAL
2035

ANARCHIST

St. Laurent,

Montréal,

QC,

2nd floor

Canada,

ANTI-COLONIAL

BLACK

H2X-2T3

ACTION

ALLIANCE

Box #25, 197 Hunter St. West
Peterborough, ON, Canada, K9H-2L1

email: thassan@trentu.ca
website:
http://www.kawartha.net/net~bmc/acaa
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